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The Raw 70s Kit
 
 A gritty & hard hitting multisampled vintage 70s drum kit for all MPCs, the Akai Force & Maschine.



		  
		  	
					 $29.99 USD						
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The Raw 70s Kit is a fully multisampled 70s Ludwig Classic drum kit, recorded with an array of vintage microphones straight to 2 inch analogue tape and mapped out perfectly into ready-to-play programs for all MPCs, the Akai Force and Maschine. 

Oozing with  gritty character and tape saturated goodness, these are   just about the filthiest, hard hitting multisampled  drums we've ever had the pleasure of working with. This demo which was programmed entirely in an MPC:                



The kit features multiple drum articulations covering all the essentials you’ll need to create incredibly realistic and versatile drum performances; open and damped kick, snare, snare rim, snare 'drag' (a very short snare roll), pandero snare (a snare skin-to-skin with a tambourine), crash, ride (centre and bell), tom (high and low), open, closed and edge hi hat, and a selection of percussion, all mapped out across the pads in a finger drumming friendly layout, perfect for programming or for playing live. Check out this  demo from finger-drumming whizz Tim Kroker using the included Maschine version of the kit










Each drum articulation is recorded over multiple dynamic levels, allowing for a very realistic and natural recreation of the original kit, and ultimately giving you everything you need to create your own vintage-style drum performances packed with punch and that elusive retro vibe.

For the MPC One, MPC Key 61, MPC X & MPC Live (I & II) and Akai Force we've included a dedicated 'standalone-ready' expansion featuring 12 unique 'snapshots' covering a wide range of drum styles, along with program previews, keyword tagging for enhanced browser searching and pack image display for the Expansion Browser. We've also included a separate 'XPN' installer for the MPC Software and MPC Beats (MPC 2.10+ require). 

We've also included optimised versions of the kit for all legacy MPCs including MPC1000, MPC2500, MPC5000, MPC4000, JJOS, MPC500 and MPC2000/XL/3000, as well as a port for Maschine 2.5.

The Raw 70s Kit - without doubt one of the most distinctive, hard hitting multisampled drum kits you'll ever get your hands on. Available exclusively from MPC-Samples.com.

Equipment List:

	70s      Ludwig Classic Kit (Kick Drum & Toms, 20x14, 14x14, 12x8)
	Ludwig      400 snare
	15"      5-star Super Zyn Hi Hats
	19” Dream      Bliss Crash
	22"      zildjian K Constantinople Medium Low Ride
	Studer      A80 2 " Sixteen Track Tape Machine
	Alice      Stancoil 1970's AM Series Quadrophonic Mixer
	Mics:      Coles 4038, Calrec 600, Sure 545, Calrec CM 100, AKG 414





            

	  
			This product is part of a series - buy the entire collection & save $75.00

		
	 Technical Specification:
	    
  Technical Specifications


  	Contents: 133 multisampled drums covering 18 unique articulations
	Format: 
    
		WAV & MPC SND 
		
	Compatibility: 
	
		Compatible with all MPCs, the Akai Force, MPC Software, MPC Beats, legacy MPCs & Maschine 2.x. Expansion edition requires MPC 2.10+ 					 
	Disk Space Required For Installation: 63 MB
	Publisher/Sound Design: Tombongo & Pad Pimps
	License: Royalty Free
	Delivery: Download instantly after purchase.
	Price: $29.99
	[image: ]  Installation & User Guide
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	  Reviews
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			 				 	"As a drummer I have to say that with this bundle you can feel like if you were playing real drums. Very nice recorded and processed. I use it just for fun with a mpc500, but maybe i will use it for future productions."

			 				 		
			 		 T CONTROL, Mendoza, Argentina        
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			 				 	"I have to say that this 70s raw kit blowed my mind in so many levels. I understand the fine concept how they are recorded and was a bit afraid that they could sound bit too old. But no. It sounds high quality kits that works even modern days, but still captures something very old. Fine work I must say and usable in so many genres from hip hop to rock."

			 				 		
			 		Jussi Lahti, Helsinki, Finland      [image: Facebook]
         
      
     

         
            
           

			 	
		 	
 	
			 		 	
		 	
			 				 	"Just wanted to write to say how happy I am with the quality of your samples. I just started working with your 70s kit and I'm so impressed and inspired by the sounds, really amazing..so straight forward having it pre mapped for the MPC. Will definitely be using more in the future and adding to my expansions "

			 				 		
			 		Phil Wyer, Ireland        
      
     

         
            
           

			 	
		 	
 	
			 	
	
	




 
 


     
	  Product FAQs

	    
  	What is a multisampled drum kit?

                              Rather than use just one sample for each instrument in a kit, a multisampled drum kit contains multiple recordings of each instrument covering a range of different playing methods and techniques. 


For example, a snare could be provided with a 'centre' hit, a rim shot, a cross stick, flam, edge hit, roll and so on. These are called 'articulations'. Each articulation is recorded over a number of different velocities to capture the natural dynamics. The sounds are then assigned to MPC drum programs to create a very realistic sounding finger drumming kit that can be used for live performing or for sequencing in your MPC or DAW.
 

	

  	Have you applied compression, effects and EQ to this kit?

                              Absolutely not! There's millions of over-compressed and over-EQ'd kits out there already, but there's not many that focus on capturing the natural and authentic sound of a vintage drum kit. The only compression you'll find here is the natural compression created by recording to analogue tape. 


By not applying additional processing, we've kept this kit as versatile as possible, leaving you to add compression, EQ and effects to suit the song you are working on.


	

  	So how do I use this kit?

                              In the MPC, just select a program file compatible with your MPC model, load it up into your MPC, assign to a sequencer track and start playing, just like any other MPC program. Full installation and usage instructions for each are included with the product.


We've already configured everything for you, but you can also tweak the program parameters, effects and layout to your own unique taste.


	

  	Which samplers is this kit for?

                              The kit programs we provide will work in every MPC from the MPC X/MPC Live through to the MPC2000/XL, including all versions of JJOS. (MPC60/3000 not supported).It's also fully compatible with the Akai Force.


Additionally, as the sounds themselves are provided in standard WAV format (16 bit and 24 bit) you can load up the sounds into any modern software or hardware sampler and DAW.
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Buy The Complete Expansion Series & Save $75.00
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Why not buy 'MPC Drummer 3 - Acoustic Drum Kit Bundle'? This contains all 6 expansions in this series and saves you $75.00 compared to buying each expansion individually!

MPC Drummer 3 - Acoustic Drum Kit Bundle contains the following 6 expansions:

	The Modern Session Kit
	The 1977 Session Kit
	The Downbeat Kit
	The Pro Studio Kit 3
	The 60s Funk Kit
	The Raw 70s Kit


Get More Product Info


Buy Separately: $204.99


Buy Together: $129.99

You Save: $75.00 (37%)

 
					















Why Shop @ MPC-Samples?



		100% Secure Shopping
	Compatibility Guarantee
	Instant Digital Delivery











Quick Help



		What Payment Options Do You Offer?
	How do I transfer files to my MPC?
	How Do I Download My Purchase?
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